Abstract: For innovative designs of coastal structures, Numerical Wave Flumes (NWFs), which are solvers of Navier-Stokes equation for free-surface flows, are key tools. In this article, various methods and techniques for NWFs are overviewed. In the former half, key techniques of NWFs, namely the interface capturing (MAC, VOF, C-CUP) and significance of NWFs in comparison with the conventional wave models are described. In the latter part of this article, recent improvements of the particle method are shown as one of cores of NWFs. Methods for attenuating unphysical pressure fluctuation and improving accuracy, such as CMPS method for momentum conservation, Higher-order Source of Poisson Pressure Equation (PPE), Higher-order Laplacian, Error-Compensating Source in PPE, and Gradient Correction for ensuring Taylor-series consistency, are reviewed briefly. Finally, the latest new frontier of the accurate particle method, including Dynamic Stabilization for providing minimum-required artificial repulsive force to improve stability of computation, and Space Potential Particle for describing the exact free-surface boundary condition, is described.
Introduction
To show a necessity of Numerical Wave Flume (NWF), current structurally-resistive design against wave action is overviewed. The current structurallyresistive design is based on empirical, experimental, or deterministic design concepts, and they cannot provide sufficient hydraulic information for a detailed design method such as a reliability design.
The structurally-resistive design against wave action requires two keys of information on (i) wave force and (ii) wave overtopping. For the wave force, design formulae exist for all of different types of structures, such as piles (columnar structure), vertical wall and armor materials. Morison formula (Morison et al., 1950) 1) is famous for estimating wave force acting on piles. This formula displays wave force acting on a pile for the sum of drag in proportion to square of the approaching velocity and inertial force. It is an empirical formula in which stress distribution due to a complex flow around a pile is simplified into two coefficients, namely drag coefficient and inertia coefficient. These coefficients are experimentally estimated for a single pile in sufficiently large domain.
In most of practical cases, group of the piles is often used as a foundation of structure, hence it is necessary to estimate the coefficients of piles group. As for a pile, modified formula for irregular wave and wave breaking are investigated experimentally. Considering infinite variation of arrangement patterns of piles, it is impossible to conduct hydraulic experiments to find universally appropriate coefficients of Morison formula for piles group.
A drag force can be estimated without a model constant by surface integral of stress on a pile surface, if the stress distribution on a pile surface is sufficiently resolved. In addition, a frictional resistance is approximately negligible in the most of practical cases, a drag force is computed by surface integral of pressure on a pile surface. For this computation, an NWF, which can directly calculate the time history of the pressure distribution around a pile, is useful. 2) An estimation of the wave force acting on a vertical wall is necessary for design of a caisson breakwater. Goda formula (Goda, 1973) , 3) which describes both of pressure due to standing wave and impact pressure by wave breaking, is widely used. The Goda formula is the superior one that can simply estimate maximum wave pressure. But it has been experimentally established for standard breakwater sections, without covering various cross-sections, such as a caisson with water chambers for wave dissipation. In addition, it describes impact or maximum pressure acting on a caisson breakwater, but it cannot treat time history of pressure. The NWF, which can calculate pressure distribution around the caisson and time history of boundaryneighboring velocity directly, is necessary to examine the stability of structure especially for cases under the existence of liquefaction and scouring around the caisson. 2) Hudson formula (Hudson, 1959) 4) is used for assessing stability of armor material, or rubble, of the mound. This formula estimates a threshold of stability, namely an initiation of motion of rubble, from a static balance of lift force, which is proportional to square of the approaching velocity, and gravity force for rubble placed on a slope. Although a lift coefficient in Hudson formula is estimated by an experimentally-investigated coefficient for a single body, rubble often exists in swash zone with repeating dry-and-wet condition, and a sheltering effect must be significant for pick-up event of rubble.
As for a wave overtopping, many hydraulic experiments for estimating run-up height and wave overtopping quantities have been carried out and summarized as diagrams parameterized by wave conditions (wave height, and wavelength) and topographical conditions (water depth, and bottom slope). As for wave overtopping quantity onto a vertical wall, Goda diagram (Goda et al., 1975) 5) is widely used for a design of coastal dikes. Because water surface profile is complex in run-up and wave overtopping processes, and even a topology of water surface may change in case of a plunging breaker, wave transformation models with a depthintegral cannot reproduce a time dependent change of water depth. In such a case, a water-surface tracking model, which can work flexibly and accurately under a topological change of water surface, must be introduced. Hence an NWF should be introduced.
As shown above, around a structure, there exists a violent flow with wave breaking, and empirical design formulae have limits in accuracy. In recent years, combination of wave-control measures and structures based on a concept of the integrated shore protection is taken into the coastal designs. In such situation, structures interact with each other complicatedly, and an evaluation only by a combination of empirical formula becomes insufficient. Then there is no choice to conduct a one-by-one hydraulic experiment using a scaled-down model of the structure. Each hydraulic experiment needs enormous cost and time. Furthermore, the similarity with a full-scale phenomenon is not guaranteed enough, and sufficiently accurate data may not be provided by a scaled-down model experiment. As a method to collect data effectively without taking costs, technologies based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), including the NWF, are hoped to be a core tool of the design of coastal structures.
Numerical wave flume by grid methods

Solver of Navier-Stokes equation.
Although the NWF is a computational tool for coastal wave, its target is not limited to a watersurface wave. The NWF can simulate a free-surface flow, the governing equation of which is NavierStokes equation. In case of an incompressible Newtonian viscous fluid, continuity equation and NavierStokes equation are as follows:
where u is velocity vector, t is time, ; is fluid density, p is pressure, g is gravitational acceleration vector and 8 is laminar kinematic viscosity. In hydraulic engineering, only water (liquid phase) is usually calculated, hence an equation of a single-phase flow is the governing equation. When motion of atmosphere has to be calculated in addition to a water flow, a governing equation of a gas-liquid multiphase flow is necessary. Furthermore, when smaller-scale fluid motion than the grid scale cannot be ignored to describe the grid-scale flow, a submodel to describe turbulence is necessary.
Here, we presuppose that all information on flow behavior, as far as required in engineering viewpoint at least, is provided, when Navier-Stokes equation is solved in sufficiently-high resolution in both of spatial and time domains. Although multiphase flow or nonNewtonian fluid requires a modeling of the phase interaction or a constitutive law, we stand in the viewpoint that a computation of Navier-Stokes equation gives sufficiently accurate physical quantities at least for a single-phase flow.
Appropriate discretization is necessary to obtain a numerical solution of Navier-Stokes equation, which is a governing equation for continuum. The discretization applied to a fluid computation widely is Eulerian method with a calculation grid. In Eulerian method, the calculation grid is placed to cover a fluid-existing domain, and the physical quantities are defined discretely at grid points.
The operation to place the calculation grid is called pre-processing. The Navier-Stokes equation is transformed into simultaneous algebraic equations, which describe a relation of physical quantities at neighboring grid points. And velocity and pressure at the grid points are provided as a solution of the algebraic equation. The visualization processing, or post-processing, of the calculation results is carried out afterwards.
Poisson equation and pressure calculation.
After the discretization of governing equations, velocity at the next time step is obtained from the explicit calculation of the discretized Navier-Stokes equation. However the resultant velocity field doesn't satisfy the continuity equation because the pressure field is not updated simultaneously with the velocity field. In order to compensate this deficiency of the explicit scheme, Poisson pressure equation, which is derived by substituting the Navier-Stokes equation into the continuity equation, is introduced and solved in the implicit way.
There are several methods to solve the Poisson pressure equation. The common process is that it is numerically solved with an iteration process so that the velocity vectors are adjusted to satisfy the continuity equation with the minimum accumulation error under optimized distribution of scalar pressure. It should be noted here that in the process, calculated pressure values have a role to compensate numerical errors at the previous and current steps. This means that the obtained pressure may not be the physically exact pressure and it sometimes shows large fluctuation or a false value.
2.3 Detection of phase interface. Detection of the free surface is classified into an interface-tracking method and an interface-capturing method. Because the interface-tracking method defines the interface as a boundary of a deforming calculation domain, and the coordinate of the interfacial calculation point strictly coincides with the position of interface, the interface is tracked accurately. However, when interface-tracking method is applied to a grid method under the topological change of the water surface from simply connected to biconnected like a plunging breaker, neighboring grids of water surface are extremely distorted and a calculation breaks down due to a crush of the grid.
The application of the interface-tracking method is therefore limited to the condition with relatively small wave steepness without a wave breaking. When wave steepness increases, the ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian) method (Hirt, et al., 1977) 6) is applicable, but even ALE cannot calculate a plunging breaker with topological change of the water surface. In the particle method, which is a complete Lagrangian method free from a computational grid, interface-neighboring particles are given interfacial boundary condition. Thus, the particle method belongs to interface-tracking method.
The interface-capturing method places a grid to cover the domain where the interface is assumed to pass through during a calculation, and an interface is captured by the advection calculation of a function representing the interface. Interface-capturing method consists of three methods: a method with a height function, a method with Lagrangian markers, and a method solving an advection equation.
The height function is simple, but it is essential for water surface to be a single-valued function and is not applicable to the overhanging water-surface which is found at the wave peak at the moment of plunging breaker generation. The MAC (Marker and Cell) method (Harlow and Welch, 1965) 7) is well known as a method with Lagrangian markers. Advection of a large number of markers placed near the interface is tracked to capture an interface. The MAC method is theoretically superior one that can deal with a topological change of the water surface, but it is not efficient because high-calculation load of marker tracking is required only for water-surface capturing and governing equations are solved by a grid method. A method to solve an advection equation of a physical quantity (for example, volume fraction of fluid in a grid cell) for an identification of the water surface is effective to reduce computational load of the interface tracking. Both of VOF (Volume of Fluid) method (Hirt and Nichols, 1981) 8) and LevelSet method (Sussman et al., 1994) 9) are categorized as interface-capturing method.
Pioneering technique of the interface capturing is the VOF method, which computes the volume fraction of fluid in a grid cell. At first, this approach was devised as a method for improving the volumetracking performance of MAC method with saving memory and CPU cost. For a gas-liquid two-phase flow, VOF method introduces volume fraction, F, in each cell as a variable in place of markers in MAC method. The interface exists between the cells filled with liquid and the cells filled with gas. Otherwise, the interface exists between the cells filled with liquid-gas mixture and the cells filled with liquid. In other words, the interface can be detected at the cells satisfying 0 < F < 1.
However, the interfacial direction, or the direction of uneven distribution of liquid in the cell, cannot be estimated only based on the F value. A Donor-acceptor method 8),10) is necessary to solve this problem. Because the Donor-acceptor method calculates the advection with taking uneven distribution of liquid in the up-stream-side cell into account, an interface profile does not become discontinuous. In addition, the Donor-acceptor method satisfies volume conservation. However, in an actual computation, an interfacial cell (F < 1) arises inside of fluid due to computational errors, and volume conservation becomes incomplete.
As for the grid methods except for VOF method, there are techniques to solve gas-liquid two-phase flow directly: the density function method, the C-CUP (CIP-Combined and Unified Procedure) method (Yabe and Wang, 1991) 11) and the Level Set method. 8) In the density function method, the color function, whose value jumps from 0 to 1 across an interface, is defined, and the advection equation of the color function is solved to capture a gas-liquid interface. In the C-CUP method, the advection calculation of the color function is carried out in the same manner with the density function method. In the Level Set method, isosurface (closed surface) of the signed distance function (actual value scalar function) depending on the distance from the interface is introduced to identify an interface, and an advection equation of the distance function is solved to capture an interface.
In the methods in which an interface is captured by calculating advection of color function, an interface becomes unclear with calculation progress due to numerical diffusion. In the Level Set method, an interface is kept to be clear with attenuating numerical diffusion, but reinitialization, or reset, of distance function is necessary when an interfacial profile changes due to advection, and the algorithm becomes complicated. Since it is caused by the nonlinearity of the advection equation, the numerical diffusion is controlled effectively by a higher-order calculation scheme of advection. The CIP (Cubic Interpolation Pseudo-particle or Constrained Interpolation Profile) method (Yabe and Aoki, 1991; 12) Yabe et al., 2001 13) ) is a calculation scheme to overcome problems of a numerical diffusion and a phase error at the same time. The CIP method enables sharp interfacial capturing in a concise algorithm. However, the interface becomes unclear with calculation progress, because even the CIP method cannot completely control numerical diffusion. The unclear interface causes a domain classified as neither the liquid phase nor the gas phase and brings a problem of violation of volume conservation. Therefore, it is necessary to compensate error of volume of the gas-and-liquid phases during computation.
CADMAS-SURF (SUper Roller Flume for Computer Aided Design of MAritime Structure) (Isobe et al., 1999) 14),15) is a solver of the Navier-Stokes equation of the single-phase flow based on VOF method. And in late years, CADMAS-SURF is used frequently in structurally-resistive design against wave action in coastal engineering. CADMAS-SURF can handle practical topographies such as a sloping sea bottom, a porous wave absorbing structure and so on. CADMAS-SURF furnishes a large number of functions specialized in coastal and harbor engineering: wave generation source, wave-making function for permanent progressive wave or the arbitrary wave pattern, non-reflecting boundary processing, setting of the arbitrary shape structure, k -C turbulence model, and air bubbles and water drop processing.
Connecting wave models based on Boussinesq equation.
Since numerical models based on the Navier-Stokes equation are very costly, wave models are frequently used to give necessary information at the offshore boundary of the calculation. Boussinesq (1872) 16) derived a set of equations for weak nonlinear and dispersive waves in very shallow water by using Taylor expansion of velocity potential around the bottom. Boussinesq-type equation has many variations. Peregrine (1967) 17) showed a derivation in terms of the depth-averaged velocity with taking into account the bottom slope. Modified Boussinesq equations (e.g., Nwogu, 1993; 18) Beji and Nadaoka, 1996 19) ), that are applicable to irregular wave at an arbitrary water depth, are widely used for computation of wave propagation. Boussinesq equation was derived for wave field without energy dissipation under the assumption of inviscid and irrotational flow, and is not theoretically applicable to wave fields with energy dissipation, such as breaking waves and turbulent flow field around coastal structures.
Being applied to wave breaking, a resistance term proportional to velocity, a dispersive term proportional to second-derivative of velocity in wave-propagating direction, or a forced-dissipation term depending on water-surface profile (e.g., Schäffer et al., 1992) 20) is usually added for reproducing energy dissipation artificially. The energy dissipation by these additional terms does not have a physical basis, it should be therefore understood as an artificial damping. Treating a water-surface motion under energy dissipation due to wave breaking as a pure wave is questionable, hence, there exists a limit for calculation of breaking wave propagation and transformation by wave equations. The wave equation cannot describe three-dimensionality, unsteadiness, and intermittency, which are essences of a turbulent flow. As a result, it cannot sufficiently reproduce an energy dissipation due to turbulence. To deal with these problems, by getting rid of the limitation as the wave, Navier-Stokes equation must be solved directly. It is the NWF that enables this approach.
Calculation of sediment transport with numerical wave flume
The NWFs are applicable to not only the structurally-resistive design against wave action but also various problems relating to the coastal hydraulics. In the field of sediment transport dynamics, particularly sediment movement in the surf zone, contribution from the computational science is of the great importance. Because methods to track intensely-fluctuated water surface were not well developed, the detailed calculation of the water surface and velocity field in the surf zone was difficult with the conventional wave models. However, rapid progress of the NWF allows detailed understanding of the time-and-space structure of the velocity field in the surf zone.
A Lagrangian model in which motion of sediment particles are directly calculated following the mechanism of sediment movement is effective for evaluation of sediment transport, calculation load, however, becomes too heavy in cases of simultaneous tracking of a large number of sediment particles. To decrease the load, a method to track the density of sediment based on an advection-diffusion equation is commonly applied instead of tracking each individual sediment particle. In the practical calculation of beach profile changes, it is even unrealistic to calculate advection-diffusion for density of sediment, because a target domain is too large and the tracking time for phenomenon is too long. For instance, CERC formula, 21) , 22) which estimates longshore sediment transport rate by referring the longshoredirectional component of energy flux at the wave breaking point, has been used for a long time, despite its ignorance of the detailed dynamics of sediment.
In the surf zone, which is defined as a domain on the onshore side of the breaker line, the wave energy dissipates through turbulence energy. The surf zone is a complex and unsteady turbulent field, in which sediment transport due to turbulent flow is quite active. The surf zone is a source of the suspended sediment, which is driven by organized unsteady turbulence due to a wave breaking. It is therefore important to understand the physics of the flow in the surf zone in order to predict the advection and diffusion of sediment accurately.
In the numerical models before the NWFs, net steady velocity due to wave breaking was of importance as well as the oscillatory motion of water. The onshore velocity was divided into four components: the steady-flow component, the wave component, the wave-breaking-induced near-surface vortices (surface roller) component and the turbulence component. The near-surface vortices, which are generated by wave breaking, are transported in onshore direction and bring strong turbulence near the water surface. Offshore-directed steady velocity (undertow) can be estimated with an empiricallygiven mass transport due to surface roller (e.g., Okayasu et al., 1988) . 23) The onshore sediment transport rate can be easily predicted from the near-bottom steady velocity, but an estimation of the velocity based on the Navier-Stokes equation, namely NWF, is required to evaluate suspended sediment transport in the turbulent flow field with strong unsteadiness in the surf zone.
For a calculation based on the Navier-Stokes equation, Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) which calculates the velocity consistent with a micro-scale turbulence directly, is ideal. But the DNS needs an enormous calculation cost to ensure the resolution in Kolmogorov scale, hence its application is restrictive (e.g., Wijayaratna and Okayasu, 2000) . 24 ) Suspended sediment clouds on ripples in the offshore zone (Sunamura et al., 1978) 25) characterize the onshore sediment transport driven by a periodic oscillatory flow. In order to calculate it, Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) has been applied before an adoption of Large Eddy Simulation (LES). Sato et al. (1986) 26) simulated the advection diffusion of the suspended sediment on ripples by the k -C turbulence model. To conduct a calculation in a scale of the actual surf zone, LES, which describes the motion of vortices smaller than the grid size by Sub-Grid-Scale (SGS) turbulence model is one of candidates (e.g., Christensen and Deigaard, 2001; 27) Okayasu et al., 2005 28) ). Even if unsteady turbulent flow field due to a wave breaking was calculated by LES, a model describing motion of suspended sediment is necessary. Since the inertia of the suspended sediment is small, the suspended sediment should follow well the movement of surrounding fluid. Therefore, motion of suspended sediment can be estimated by solving an advection-diffusion equation in velocity field calculated by LES. Suzuki et al. (2007) 29) simulated the density distribution of suspended sediment in the surf zone by using LES and the advection-diffusion equation. In the calculation of the advection-diffusion equation, estimation of the bottom boundary condition, that is source or sink, of the suspended sediment density is necessary. Nielsen (1992) 30) proposed a conceptual model providing time-dependent density flux of suspended sediment at the bottom boundary. In this model, the density flux of suspended sediment from the bottom which is called "the pick-up function" is described as a function of the instantaneous Shields parameter, specific mass of sediment and sediment diameter.
However, in Nielsen's model, the pick-up from a bed-load motion is estimated empirically, and the physics of transition mechanism from bed-load motion to suspension is still unclear. The Lagrangian model, namely the particle tracking method, which treats motion of sediment particle directly, is then necessary to discuss dynamics of suspended-sediment generation in detail. As for the particle tracking method, the sediment transport which was not affected by the wave breaking such as the formation of the suspended sediment cloud on vortex ripples has been targeted so far. However, now complex sediment transport in the surf zone can be directly computed by applying the sediment transport mechanics with the NWF which enables detailed understanding of the velocity-field structure in the surf zone.
The sediment particle is accelerated by hydrodynamic force, and the fluid loses a momentum. In other words, the solid-liquid multiphase flow model, which evaluates momentum transport between liquid-and-solid phases, is necessary. As for the bed load, the momentum transport between liquidand-solid phases becomes active, since the relative velocity of sediment particle to the surrounding fluid cannot be negligible, due to a frequent collision of sediment particles with the bottom surface. Therefore, the interaction force between liquid-and-solid phases should be introduced (e.g., Gotoh et al., 1995) . 31) On the other hand, as for the mean velocity of the suspended sediment, the effect of the momentum transport between liquid-and-solid phases is quite small, because there is no significant difference in the velocities of sediment particle and the surrounding fluid. However, the change of the interaction force between liquid-and-solid phases gives a change to turbulence structure. Therefore, in transport equation of the turbulence, it is necessary to consider a correlation term of fluctuating components of fluid velocity and liquid-and-solid interaction force (e.g., Gotoh and Sakai, 2000) . 32) A motion of gas-liquid interface is greatly affected by the turbulence structure of the surf zone. Particularly, in the plunging breaker, wave crest overturns and splashes down to form horizontal vortices (horizontal roller), and strong turbulence is produced at the plunging location. Until a jet lands on the water surface after wave breaking, a two-dimensional transformation of water surface is predominant, hence the water surface can be tracked by the two-dimensional model (e.g., Watanabe and Saeki, 2002) . 33) It changes afterwards to a bore while repeating splash-up. In the domain of the bore region, the organized structure of three-dimensional vortices called obliquely descending eddies (Nadaoka et 35) conducted the three-dimensional single-phase turbulent flow computation and showed that a reorientation of the initial two-dimensional spanwise vortices into the coherent streamwise-and-vertical vortices was produced by a strong stretching force and a shear instability. Furthermore, Watanabe et al. (2008) 36) simulated the process when a finger-shaped jet characterizing splash-up was formed from the water surface with longitudinal counter-rotating vortices.
The solid-solid interaction would give a dominant effect to the high-density sediment-laden flow, thus, it is important to reproduce the physical solidsolid interaction directly with describing sediment particles as rigid bodies. For this problem, Distinct Element Method, abbreviated as DEM (Cundall and Strack, 1979) , 37) which is a soft sphere model, has been widely applied to express the physical solid-solid interaction, namely repulsive/contact force acting on sediment particles (e.g., Gotoh an Sakai, 1997). 38) The easy approach to couple DEM with flow model is the one-way coupling by giving the constant drag force to solid particles (e.g., Reddy and Kumaran, 2010; 39) Estep and Dufek, 2013 40) ). In late years, studies on a highly-concentrated solid-liquid multiphase flow have became active by coupling a solver of the Navier-Stokes equation with DEM (e.g., Tang et al., 2016; 41) Mondal et al., 2016 42) ). The NWF, or the solver of liquid phase, enables the development of the computational science of the sediment transport by being coupled with DEM, or the solver of solid phase (e.g., Harada et al., 2015, 43) 2016 44) ).
4. Numerical wave flume by particle method 4.1 particle method. Grid methods suffer from numerical diffusion associated with the discretization of an advection term, while a particle method is free from numerical diffusion, because a substantial derivative is equivalent to a time derivative in Lagrangian description. In this context, a particle method possesses significant potentials to provide fairly accurate solutions with moderate computational costs for violent free-surface flows. In other words, a particle method can show robustness in reproduction of violent free-surface flows with fragmentation and coalescence of water.
Particle methods are categorized into two major methods, namely Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method (Lucy, 1977;  45) Gingold and Monaghan, 1977 46) ) and Moving Particle Semiimplicit (MPS) method (Koshizuka and Oka, 1996) . 47) In coastal and ocean engineering, particle methods had been applied to wave breaking (Gotoh and Sakai, 1999 71) both of which are based on the projection method with semi-implicit algorithm, require artificial repulsive force. Hence, how to minimize stabilizer, namely artificial viscosity or artificial repulsive force, is one of the main issues in development of accurate particle method.
In semi-implicit algorithm, a projection onto the solenoidal field provides error clean-up in pressure field, while in explicit algorithm, re-initialization of density field to remove error accumulation is essential. In the context of error control, semi-implicit algorithm has superiority to explicit algorithm. 72) Taking before-mentioned superiority of semi-implicit algorithm into account, in this paper, particle methods with semi-implicit algorithm are focused.
4.2 Standard MPS method. In MPS method, which is based on a projection method, the pressure is obtained by solving the Poisson Pressure Equation (PPE) as follows:
where n is particle number density, n 0 is the reference particle number density as a criteria of the fluid volume, which is defined by the initial particle number density in a regular distribution of particles, and "t is the time increment of computation. Subscripts k, i denote calculation time step and particle number, respectively. Superscript * refers to pseudo time step k D 1/2. In the original MPS method, 47) PPE is given as:
In the original MPS method, to ensure the stability of computation, the pressure gradient is defined by replacing p i with the minimum pressure value in the kernel support domain:
r ij wðjr ij jÞ ½5
where D s is the number of the spatial dimension, r i the position vector of particle i and w the kernel function. In the original MPS method, to avoid particle clustering, kernel function which is infinite at r F 0 is used. 
½8
where r e is the radius of kernel support. The particle number density is defined as follows:
wðjr ij jÞ: ½9
In the original MPS method, Laplacian is modeled to provide exchanges of properties in neighboring particles, which indicates diffusion.
In SPH method, differential operations are defined as a differentiation of the kernel function, hence vector differential operators are mathematically consistent. But to ensure the accuracy of differential operations, a higher-order kernel function, which needs rather heavier computational load, must be introduced. While, the MPS method has a specific model for each differential operator, to provide stability with less computational load.
Pressure fluctuation.
An existence of unphysical pressure fluctuations, which bring a numerical instability, is the most serious drawback of both SPH and MPS methods. An instantaneous distribution of hydrostatic pressure in a rectangular tank calculated by the original MPS method 47) is shown in Fig. 1 . A hydrostatic pressure includes very strong fluctuations. Although an interval averaging brings a physically sound distribution of pressure, physical pressure peaks are also flattened by an interval averaging, resultantly impact pressure is unable to be estimated. Pressure fluctuation is inevitable in particle methods, which employ moving calculation points. When a particle number density is too high, local pressure goes up to push neighboring particles away. 73) The more exactly the position of particle is updated, the less number density is disturbed. Hence, inter-particle repulsive force to adjust particle number density can be reduced. Theoretically speaking, there exist many of approximations in the local kernel-based interpolations of physical properties on moving calculation points. By improving methods for local kernel-based interpolations, pressure fluctuations can be controlled more effectively. In the next chapter, a digested review of the state-of-the-art of the improvements for attenuating pressure fluctuations in particle methods is presented. ). As for semi-implicit schemes, such as MPS 47) and ISPH, 71) based on a projection method, differential operator models have been refined for discretizing the source term and Laplacian of PPE as well as for restoring momentum conservation ( 87) ) were proposed for further enhancement of pressure-field accuracy. To attenuate errors of projection onto solenoidal field and resultant errors of volume conservation, the ECS (Error Compensating Source) of PPE was proposed for both MPS and ISPH methods (Khayyer and Gotoh, 2011). 88) Particle methods commonly encounter tensile instability, which occurs in presence of attractive inter-particle forces (Swegle et al., 1994) . 89) A key point in removal of tensile instability is an accurate estimation of derivatives (Dilts, 1999) . 90) Actually, differential operator models in the original particle method are not consistent with first-order Taylor series. The Taylor-series consistent pressure gradient model with Gradient Correction (GC) 88) plays a significant role in controlling tensile instability.
Accurate particle method
CMPS method for momentum conservation.
To conserve momentum, interparticle forces must be anti-symmetric, namely equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. 82) Since the pressuregradient force is not anti-symmetric, linear momentum is not preserved in the original MPS method. By considering an auxiliary calculation point on the midpoint of the position vector of particle i and its neighboring particle j, an anti-symmetric and colinear pressure gradient model:
r ij wðjr ij jÞ ½12
can be derived. 49) This formulation is called Corrected MPS (CMPS) method.
In ISPH method, 71) which is the SPH for incompressible fluid, the algorithm is the same with MPS method. Linear momentum is exactly conserved in ISPH method, because both pressure-gradient force and viscous force are anti-symmetric. However, due to anisotropic nature of viscous stresses, viscous forces are not co-linear, thus, angular momentum is not conserved. Corrected ISPH (CISPH) method (Khayyer et al., 2008) 85) was proposed based on the variational approach 82) to derive a corrective matrix for the viscous stress to guarantee the invariance of potential energy with respect to rigid body rotation. CISPH method ensures the conservation of linear and angular momentums.
Higher-order Source (HS) in PPE.
In the original MPS method, the time differentiation of the particle number density (Dn/Dt) in the PPE is discretized in the first-order forward-difference as shown in Eq. [4] . The ISPH method treats the time differentiation of the particle density (D;/Dt) in the PPE in the same manner. Khayyer and Gotoh (2009) 54) derived the higher-order time-differentiation of the particle number density with revisiting the definition of the particle number density (Eq. [9] ).
where w ij is the kernel function, r ij , u ij are the relative position and velocity vectors of the particle j to the particle i, respectively. The superscript * denotes that the physical quantities are calculated at the prediction step. By applying standard kernel of MPS method (Eq. [8] ), the PPE with higher order source terms for the MPS method is given as follows:
The CMPS methods with Higher order Source terms was named CMPS-HS method.
Higher-order Laplacian (HL).
Laplacian must be calculated in both the viscous term of Navier-Stokes equation and the pressure term of PPE. As mentioned above, in the standard MPS method, Laplacian is modeled as exchanges of properties in neighboring particles, which indicates diffusion (Eq. [10] ). Khayyer and Gotoh (2010) 86) derived Higher order Laplacian (HL) for the MPS method by considering mathematical definition of Laplacian, as a divergence of gradient. Taking the divergence of SPH gradient model (Monaghan, 1992) , 91) Laplacian is written as:
By applying the standard MPS kernel (Eq. [8] ), above equation is rewritten as: 
Error-Compensating Source terms (ECS)
for PPE. In improved particle method, an accuracy of the source term in PPE plays a key role. A semiimplicit scheme can be applied on the mathematical ground of Helmholtz decomposition of a vector field, where an intermediate velocity field, u * , is composed of the divergence-free velocity field and the gradient of a scalar field.
A two-step prediction-correction solution process in the semi-implicit schemes is brought by this vector decomposition. In the prediction step, an intermediate velocity field u * is obtained explicitly by considering viscous and gravitational forces. At this step, the incompressibility of the fluid is not satisfied, i.e., the divergence of u * would not be equal to zero. Hence, a new corrective velocity field, u ** , is computed to project u * onto a solenoidal, or divergence-free, field so that the final velocity field, u kD1 , would be solenoidal. While, due to numerical errors, the updated velocity field u kD1 slightly deviates from the solenoidal field.
To minimize the deviation from the solenoidal field, two error-compensating terms should be introduced into the source term of the PPE. The first term is related to the instantaneous time variation of the particle number density at the time step k or the divergence of the velocity at this time step, both of which should be zero theoretically. The second term reflects the deviation of particle number density at the time step k from its reference n 0 , or the time rate of overall volumetric change at the time step k, i.e., it accounts for the accumulative error in the particle number density.
Kondo and Koshizuka (2011) 93) suggested a multiterm source for the PPE to obtain smooth time variation of the particle number density while keeping it invariant.
where, , and O are unknown constants, that require appropriate calibration.
To remove an inconvenience of calibration of these unknown constants, Khayyer and Gotoh (2011) 88) modified the multi-term source for the PPE with describing constants , and O as functions of the instantaneous flow field.
Certainly, for particles at-and-close to the free surface, the initial particle number density would be much smaller than its reference n 0 , which is calculated for homogeneously spaced particles. In violent flows computation, n 0 should be updated frequently, e.g., every 20 time steps, in the vicinity of free surface.
88)
The instantaneous distributions of hydrostatic pressure of water in a rectangular tank calculated by the original MPS method and CMPS-HS-HL-ECS method, are shown in Fig. 2 . Although the original MPS method provides unphysical and unstable instantaneous pressure field, physically sound and stable profile of pressure is found in the result of CMPS-HS-HL-ECS method.
In Fig. 3 , wave breaking and run-up on a uniform slope calculated by the original MPS method and CMPS-HS-HL-ECS method, are shown. Only on the free surface, the dark-colored zone, which indicates a zero pressure, should exist. But in the result of the original MPS method, many of dark colored particles, which indicate zero pressure, exist in water. On the other hand, CMPS-HS-HL-ECS method provides physically sound profile of pressure. The time variation of pressure at a fixed measuring point is shown in Fig. 4 . Less fluctuated and more physically sound time-variation curve is provided by CMPS-HS-HL-ECS method.
Taylor series consistent scheme.
A tensile instability, which occurs in presence of attractive inter-particle forces, is a common knotty problem of particle methods (Swegle et al., 1994) . 89) As shown by Dilts (1999) , 90) accurate estimation of derivatives contributes to remove the tensile instability. Actually, differential operator models in the original MPS method do not satisfy consistency with first-order Taylor series. The Taylor-series consistent pressure gradient model with Gradient Correction (GC) 88) is expressed as: Computational wave dynamics for innovative design of coastal structures No. 8] where the Gradient Correction matrix, C i , which is given as: Figure 5 shows the evolution process of a square patch of fluid subjected to a rigid rotation, which is one of the typical benchmark problems for tensile instability. In a short duration after the beginning of the rotation, MPS method shows a spurious pressure field with dispersed particles at the patch corners. The result of MPS-HS shows that the higher order source term improves stability. A combined use of the ECS term further improves the stability in some degree, however, the MPS-HS-ECS simulation failed at t F 0.20 s. On the other hand, an introduction of gradient correction, namely MPS-HS-GC, provides a more accurate and stable reproduction of the fluid patch at t F 0.20 s. The best snapshot is provided by MPS-HS-HL-ECS-GC method. These comparisons clarify that the gradient correction plays a significant role in controlling tensile instability. Under the absence of tensile stress, or negative pressure, CMPS-HS-HL-ECS method ensures accurate and stable computation. The MPS-GC, instead of the CMPS, enables accurate computation in existence of tensile stress. Taylor series consistency also plays a key role in computation of density in the vicinity of the interface of a multi-phase flow. At the liquid-gas interface, there exist a mathematical discontinuity of the density, which is the source of numerical instability. In ordinary particle methods, the density is discretized in zero-order accuracy, which brings nonphysical density diffusion. The description of density to satisfy the consistency with first-order Taylor series enables a violent sloshing simulation of liquidgas two-phase flow, the density ratio of which is 1000 ). 94) 6. The latest new frontier of the accurate particle method
MPS-HS-HL-ECS
Consideration of Taylor series consistency also reveals an existence of artificial repulsive force in gradient model of MPS method (Tsuruta et al., 2013).
95) The artificial repulsive force as well as the artificial viscosity in SPH method is essential for computational stability, but it should be minimized due to its unphysical nature. In SPH method with an explicit algorithm, Godunov SPH with Riemann solver 74),75) and Balsara switch (Balsara, 1995) 96) work effectively in minimizing artificial viscosity.
On the other hand, in MPS method and other projection-based schemes, DS (Dynamic Stabilization) scheme 95) provides a smart algorithm to find minimum artificial repulsive force.
Boundary condition is an unsettled issue of accurate particle method. Considering a single-phase flow, in particle method, free-surface particles are regarded as instantaneous fixed wall boundary to which dynamic, or Dirichlet, condition of pressure is given. 45)-47) Although this boundary treatment is quite simple, it disregards volume conservation in the vicinity of free surface. Treating the free surface as the fixed wall in PPE prevents fluid-particles from flowing into a void space, because there is no calculation point to define a void. Due to this lack of information of existing voids, unphysical voids generated erroneously cannot be removed efficiently. In SPH method, so-called ghost (Colagrossi and Landrini, 2003) 70) or mirror (Basa et al., 2009) 97) particles as fictitious neighboring particles to complete the truncated kernel supports at boundaries, can be applied to improve a conservation of volume. But physical definitions of ghost and mirror particles are not clear. In MPS method, SPP (Space Potential Particle) , 98) which is placed at the centroid of void of each boundary particles to give an exact Dirichlet condition at the boundary, was proposed.
Dynamic stabilization.
Since an overlapping of adjacent particles brings a failure of computation, in particle method, an inter-particle force should be repulsive. An artificial repulsive force is essential to prevent particles from overlapping each other.
Pressure gradient model consistent with 0th-order Taylor series is written as follows:
Pressure gradient model of original MPS method, namely Eq. [5] , can be re-written with separating the 0th-order-Taylor-series consistent term as follows:
The first term corresponds to Eq. [23] , and the second term corresponds to the artificial repulsive force. As for the CMPS method, the artificial repulsive force in pressure gradient model is given as follows:
All of the pressure gradient models in semi-implicit schemes must include artificial repulsive force in addition to the Taylor-series consistent term. Needless to say, the artificial repulsive force should be minimized, similar to an artificial viscosity, which is inevitable in stabilization of the WCSPH method.
In order to find minimum-required artificial repulsive force, Tsuruta et al. (2013) 95) proposed Dynamic Stabilization (DS) scheme, which defines the minimum-required artificial repulsive force as the force to push back the overlapped particles into the state of contacting each other.
The DS scheme provides the stabilizing force F DS in the followings equations:
where e ijk is unit vector of r ij , d i is diameter of particle i. The constant , DS is for adjusting active range of F ij DS according to the Courant stability condition for the time resolution. The constant , dt is the ratio of time increment to Courant number. The superscript * refers to a state after the advection by the Taylor series consistent gradient term, Eq. [20] . Through a geometrical consideration, the parameter & ij for describing a magnitude of F ij DS is written in the following form.
where "t is time increment, r Ã ijk is the parallel vector of r * , and r Ã ij? is the normal vector of r * . The concept of DS is shown in Fig. 6 .
Although the GC scheme can calculate tensile force, or negative pressure, it tends to be unstable in the presence of violent motion of a free surface. To improve a stability of GC scheme, DS scheme, which provides minimum-required artificial repulsive force, is effective. GC-based pressure gradient stabilized by DS scheme is written as: Figure 7 shows the settlement process of heavy particles, the density of which is 2.65 # 10 3 kg/m 3 , in water. The CMPS-HS method reproduces a stable free surface, however, velocity vectors are unphysical with perturbations. In addition, some heavy particles, which are fully bounded within the light fluid particles, do not settle down. Excessive repulsive forces may cause these unphysical results. On the other hand, MPS-HS-GC-DS method portrays a physically sound reproduction of the phenomenon. A stable free surface and a circulating flow driven by the settlement of heavy particle are reproduced. The settlement of heavy particles is well simulated. The DS scheme also contributes to attenuate unphysical void generation, which is one of the common crucial drawbacks of particle method. The purely repulsive interaction works so as to get rid of unphysical voids. Being pushed by the oppositeside particle of the void due to repulsive forces, adjacent particles to the void likely move towards the void.
Space Potential Particle.
On a free surface, a simple and robust but ad-hoc boundary condition is applied in particle method. Free-surface particles are treated as instantaneous fixed wall boundary, on which the dynamic, or Dirichlet, condition of pressure is given. Although this boundary treatment is quite simple and robust, but brings a problem about disregard of the volume conservation. Since the free-surface boundary is set as a fixed wall in the PPE, it is premised that particles (or fluids) do not flow into a void space. Such a calculation process without any information of existence of voids misses a potential of voids, consequently unphysical voids cannot be removed efficiently.
Space Potential Particle (SPP) was proposed by Tsuruta et al. (2015) 98) to improve these problems in free-surface boundary condition. The SPP describes the existence of void space as 'space potential' by introducing virtual free-surface boundary particle additionally. This technique achieves that all the fluid particles can be handled as pure fluids with consistency with mass conservation.
Accurate estimation of differential operator requires kernel support of a targeted particle to be filled-up by neighboring particles. However, particles in the vicinity of a free surface do not have sufficient neighboring particles around them. Here, the kernel support of such a free-surface particle is interpreted to be filled-up with substantial particles, consequently non-substantial void space remains in their kernel support. The SPP for the description of the void space is set for all the particles around free surface one by one. The number density of particle represented by SPP of the particle i, w ispp is given as:
Considering the maldistribution of particles due to the void, the SPP is set at the opposite side of centroid of neighboring fluid particles in the support domain. Referring standard kernel function of MPS method (Eq. [8] ), the distance between target particle i and its SPP is formulated as follows:
where r ispp is position vector of SPP. As SPP exists in the opposite side of centroid of neighboring fluid particles, and the target particle should be at the centroid of particles in the kernel support, the position vector of SPP is written as follows:
where r gi is position vector of the centroid of neighboring particles of particle i. In accordance with the free-surface boundary condition, SPP velocity is defined not to give any shear stress to the targeted particle i as: 
CMPS-HS MPS-HS-GC-DS
: 0.5 m/s Fig. 7 . Settlement process of heavy particles, the density of which is 2.65 # 10 3 kg/m
where u i is the velocity of particle i. In high Reynolds number flows, all of the particle methods suffer from particle clumping and resultant void formation in negative pressure zone (Adami et al., 2013) . 99) At the downstream of a bluff body, streamlines separate from the body and a negative pressure zone is formed. Kármán vortex generated in the flow downstream of cylindrical column is well-known benchmark test of computational stability in existence of negative pressure. Kármán vortex simulated by GC scheme combined with SPP is shown in Fig. 8 . Absence of SPP leads to a formation of unphysical void downstream of the cylinder, but the SPP contributes well to fill a void and adjust positions of fluid particles appropriately. Alternating vortices are well simulated by the SPP.
6.3 Benchmarks of accurate particle methods. In Fig. 9 , relationship of the accurate particle methods is shown schematically. There are two major items for improving accuracy: the gradient model and the Poisson pressure equation (PPE). CMPS method ensures momentum conservation of a gradient model, while GC scheme provides Taylorseries consistent gradient model, whose computational stability is enhanced by DS scheme. HL scheme enables accurate estimation of Laplacian in PPE, HS and ECS schemes improve the accuracy of the source term of PPE. SPP scheme provides improved boundary condition of PPE. , the pressure noise is more effectively suppressed by the Taylor-series consistent model, namely MPS-GC series, which can be easily recognized from the snapshots at t F 0.28 s around the bottom left corner of the calculation domains. In the snapshots with SPP scheme [M7] at t F 0.75 s, it is shown that the particles around the free surface change their motions characterized by more continuity resulting in reduction of unphysical particle dispersiveness seen in other simulations.
The required computational time in these benchmarks is shown in Fig. 11 . Each computational . By introducing accurate schemes, the repulsion-based scheme, namely CMSP series, gradually increases the computational time. However, even CMPS-HS-HL-ECS scheme brings an increment of less than 20% of computational load. Taylor-series consistent schemes, or MPS-GC series, save the computational time by more than 20%. Although MPS-GC scheme has a problem of numerical instability in simulations of the violent flow, DS scheme enhances its numerical stability. Increments of the computational load with the introduction of
[M7] MPS-HS-HL-ECS-GC-DS-SPP [M6] MPS-HS-HL-ECS-GC-DS [M5] MPS-HS-HL-ECS-GC [M4] CMPS-HS-HL-ECS
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Concluding remarks
Here, the Numerical Wave Flume, which is the key tool for an innovative design of coastal structures, has been introduced.
First, to show a necessity of NWF, current structurally-resistive design against wave action was overviewed. Around a structure, there exists a violent flow with wave breaking, and empirical design formulae have a limit in accuracy. CFD technologies including the NWF are hoped to be a core tool of the design of coastal structures. Secondly, techniques of the interface capturing (MAC, VOF, C-CUP) were shortly reviewed, as key items of the NWF. In all of the grid method, a numerical diffusion, which is caused by the non-linear advection term in Navier-Stokes equation, makes interface capturing difficult. Thirdly, the role of NWF in computational coastal hydraulics was discussed. The surf-zone dynamics to simulate mass-and-momentum transport in a surf zone, or multi-phase turbulent flow model for sediment transport in a surf zone, was overviewed.
The particle method, which is free form numerical diffusion due to the absence of the advection term in Navier-Stokes equation, shows robustness in computation of the violently-deforming liquid-gas interface including a topological change of the interface like a wave breaking. The latter part of this article described recent improvements of the particle method as core methods of the NWF. Accurate particle methods have been developed for attenuating unphysical pressure fluctuation, which is the common nature of Lagrangian methods. Key methods for improving accuracy, such as CMPS method for momentum conservation, Higher-order Source (HS) of Poisson Pressure Equation (PPE), Higher-order Laplacian (HL), Error-Compensating Source (ECS) in PPE, and Gradient Correction (GC) for ensuring Taylor-series consistency were reviewed briefly. Finally, Dynamic Stabilization (DS) for providing minimum-required artificial repulsive force to improve stability of computation and Space Potential Particle (SPP) for describing exact freesurface boundary condition were described as the latest new frontier of the particle method.
The NWF is expected to contribute to further more subjects. Bubble generation process by wave breaking is a conundrum from the scientific viewpoint. A plunging jet hits water surface to inject bulk air into water. But the process of fragmentation of bulk air into bubbles may contain a series of complex phenomena.
2) A microscopic scale modeling of liquidgas interface, including turbulence due to bubble motion, may bring some developments on these complex problems. In the design of the coastal structure against Tsunami in the Level-2, whose return period is 1000 years, a multi-physics modeling with computing interaction of flow, structure and soil-foundation draws attention. An overflow brings jets hitting sea bottom at the onshore-side of the structure, and generates scour hole. These complex processes include multi-physics problems. In both of grid method and particle method, the modeling of elastic and plastic bodies, which are essential for the multi-physics modeling, progresses rapidly. 100)-102) A role of the CFD in the design of coastal structures will become more and more significant. 
